
  



  

1. Basics of research culture - context.

2. Fact-checking media stories - basic steps.

3. Research in pairs - practice.

What we are doing today 



  

Why are we doing this?

Science affects many aspects of life.
Should I vaccinate my kids? What should I eat?

Peer-reviewed literature, in scientific journals, 
is a primary source of information.

Access to this information is unequal             
(= knowledge inequality)

We want to help people access this resource.



  

Our tax pays for research, so we should 
all have access to it.



Current situation

Global scientific output doubles every 9 years 
- now ~2.5 million papers/year published in 
scientific journals.

About 28% of published research is Open 
Access (~19M papers). The rest is behind 
paywalls (~£10-100/article). 













  

For centuries publishing has been how scholars share 
their research.

Until relatively recently, this was paid for by sponsors, with 
peer-review done by research community or uni presses.

During Cold War, research expanded internationally, 
university sector grew, and funding grew – publishing 
became highly profitable.

Since 1980s, increased demands for accountability led to a 
culture of metrics. Academia grew into a ‘prestige 
economy’ operating on symbolic capital generated by 
publications. 

How we got here



  

In last 25 years, there’s been a growing divergence 
between the roles of academic publishing:

Disseminating validated knowledge.

Symbolic capital for academic career progression.

Profitable business enterprise – 30-40% profits.

Tax-funded academics do the research, write the 
papers, make the figures, do the editing roles, do the 
peer review – all for free, sign over the copyright to 
publishers who then sell it back to them, typeset. 

How we got here



  

Awareness that accessibility of research is a 
serious issue (led by funders).

Awareness that prestige of specific journals is 
primarily a marketing tactic by the publishers.

Open Access Journals
Non-Profit Journals (incl. Uni Presses)

Various work-arounds to access papers

CHANGE IS HAPPENING



  

Universal Declaration of Human 
Rights, Article 27:

 'Everyone has the right freely to 
share in scientific advancement 

and its benefits'
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